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Abstract 
The histories of many Igbo groups, as rich as they are, have however, remained in 

the memories of individuals and groups as legends, folklores, myths and oral 

tradition, etc. Interestingly though, as time goes by without any efforts to extract 

these histories from groups and individual memories and have them documented 

on pages of books, the possibility of their being lost is imminent. These is so 

because age and time have a natural way of inducing loss of memory in man. Once 

this happens, society and individuals-especially current and future generations of 

people whose previous generations were affected by the tragic event of lost 

memory become victims of lost histories. Indeed, therefore the reasons for this 

scholarly investigation into the histories of Owerri and its people is to collect and 

document, for present and future references, the histories of the people of Owerri, 

especially their migratory and settlement histories as well as the journey of Owerri 

from rudimentary stage in the era of colonialism to a full blown city as the capital 

of Imo State. This documentation, as vital as it is to both Owerri and Igbo people 

at large, will, no doubt, serve as source book to students of History, Sociology, and 

Anthropology, etc; and will in similar vein, fill the space in the studies of Igbo 

history which are silent on Owerri history. In no small measure, the study will as 

well serve as a major contribution to the body of knowledge generally. To achieve 

the studies’ objectives as already pointed out earlier, emphasis were laid on 

primary and secondary sources of information. It also anchors on thematic and 

historical methodologies in carrying out its investigations.  
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Introduction 

Geograpy, Land and People; Located in the south western part of Imo State, Owerri 

shared boundary on the north and north east with Mbaise and Ikeduru local Government 

Areas, on the south and south east with Ngor Okpala, on its west end was Ohaji/Egbema 

and Oguta Local Government Areas.1 It included the five clans of the original Owerri 

people of Umuonyeche, Umuororonjo, Oyima, Amawom and Umuodu. It also included 

some parts of Mbaitoli, Owerri West, Owerri north and the whole of Owerri Municipal 

Council. The entire land area of Owerri Capital Territory was fifteen Kilometers radius 

beginning from Owerri Municipal as its core area. 

 

In terms of Geography and climate, Owerri Capital Territory had boundaries with Owerri 

North Local Government and Owerri West Local Government. The area was located 

within the rain forest belt of Nigeria, with temperature of about 200c to 360c.2 The area had 

two major seasons which were the wet season which began in April and ended roughly in 

October. The dry season which was the second season began mid October to March. The 

area’s Texture type varied from the plaine lands to the hills and Wetland around Nworie 

and Otamiri River which flowed across Owerri Municipality through Nekede and 

Ihiagwa. These two rivers were important land marks of Owerri.  

 

The areas geographically described above have many landmarks and a few mineral 

resources. The area also was largely endowed with modern social infrastructures such as 

roads, pipe born water, electricity, schools, hospitals and tourism industries such as hotels, 

Odenigbo centre, and Mbari cultural centre.  

 

The entire Owerri was before colonialism in large expanse of agricultural field subjected 

to intensive self subsistence farming, with yields that were adequate to keep families going 

and little left for exchange. This area however began to witness the influx of migrant 

elements from within her neighbouring villages such as Mbaise, Mbaitoli, Uwala, Uwalu, 

Obinze, Nekede, etc. However with the coming of colonialism in the later part of the 18th 

century, and the subsequent establishment of Shell D’Archy in the 1930s, the area was 

gradually being prepared to assume the status of a modern city. This preparation was 

crystallized in 1902 when, the seed of colonialism was formally planted in the area. Thus 

changing the socio economic and political landscape of Owerri. The entire event which 

culminated in the founding of Owerri Nchise quarters to a modern city, thus becoming the 

capital territory of Imo State.    
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Theoretical framework:  

The topic the present proposes to discuss is double faced-one of which anchoring on 

development or mercantilist studies and the other centering on migration and settlement 

of traditional Owerri people in their present location. The first face is development and 

mercantilist oriented because the modern history of Owerri from 1902 when Europeans 

began to determine the tune of affairs in the area, witnessed both the development 

initiative and the mercantilist economic protection of European economic interest in 

Owerri.  

 

For these reasons, the Nationalist or Economic Protectionist Theory otherwise known as 

the Neo-mercantilist Theory, which was developed by Gilpin Robert,3 is best suitable to 

discuss the growth of Owerri capital territory from its rudimentary stage to capital city in 

1976.  According to theory, European nation enacted rules and policies to protect their 

economic interest both at home and in over sea colonies. In this wise, every nation in 

Europe that had territories in Africa, did so for national economic interest.  

 

For this reason, such oversea territories where necessary protected against competition 

from other powers. This was necessary if the Europeans were to maintain steady source of 

cheap labour, cheap source of raw materials and free market for the upkeep of their home 

economy. As these protectionist policies were being implemented, unavoidably, 

development programmes in the territories were also initiated. It was for this reasons that 

this theory is adopted for this study.  

 

The second theory which the study employed to explain the reasons Ekwema Arugo, left 

Orii in Owerri North to settle in their present location, is essential because as 

understanding of the area which later became the capital of modern Imo State, must 

necessarily include the peoples’ history of migration and settlement.  For this reason, the 

Individual Theory of Migration, which was developed by Peter Stalker,4 is best qualified 

to explain the movement of Ekwema Arugo from Orii, to his present location. According 

to this theory, each migrant as a rational being who carefully weighs up the available 

options, and looks at the destination that offers the highest possibility of survival. Going 

by the theme of this theory, one can, in all fairness, insist that the movement of Arugo 

Ekwema from Orii to the present location was in connection to individual decision to 

survive in an area with better condition of safety and economic survival.   

 

History of Owerri Capital Territory:   

Modern Owerri or Owerre Capital Territory is the study’s area of interest. As a society in 

progress, the area began its formal journey towards modern geopolitical status in about 
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1902. Many events in history culminated in the founding of Owerri as the seat of colonial 

government in 1902. These events included, the conquest of Owerri by the colonial army, 

the establishment of military garrison in Owerri in 1902 under the leadership of Major 

Henry L. Gallway, who had returned from a military expedition to Arochuchukwu. It was 

in the same year that fourteen military constables were placed in Owerri to start a police 

command there. This was intended to maintain British presence in the area, not only as a 

conquerd area, but as a semi administrative unit, waiting to be formally declared full 

administrative centre.5 

 

Consequently, and in pursuance of official declaration of Owerri as the capital territory in 

May 1902, the Consul-General, Sir Ralph Moore, pursuant to the Order-in-council, visited 

Owerri and proclaimed it a district headquarters and appointed Harold Monday Douglas, 

who was formerly at Akwete, the District Commissioner (DC) of Owerri District. In 1912, 

Owerri was made the headquarters of Owerri Province, which included parts of modern 

Imo, Abia, Rivers and Bayelsa States under the leadership of J.D. Maxwell. The old 

Division covered an area of about 1,085 square miles and was bounded on the north by the 

Okigwe Division, on the east by the Bende and Aba Division, on the south-west by the 

Ahoada Division and on the north-west by the Orlu District and Okigwe Division. On the 

east of the District was the Imo River.6  

 

By 1964, the geography of Owerri was altered to include the county council area of 

Ikeduru, Mbaise, Mabitoli, Ngor Okpala, Oguta, Ohaji, Oratta, Owerri and Oguta Urban 

County areas. In 1999 however, Owerri Division was made up of the areas of Aboh Mbaise, 

Ahiazu Mbaise, Ezinihite Mbaise, Ikeduru, Mbaitoli, Ngor Okpala, Oguta, Ohaji/Egbema, 

Owerri North, Owerri West and Owerri Municipal. These areas were later divided into 

three local government areas. These included; Owerri North, Owerri West and Owerri 

Municipal.7 

 

The towns of Owerri and the surroundings which made up the capital territory were 

divided into four parts. These included the old native towns of Owerri-an area which 

stretched from Emmanuel College through whetheral Road to Okigwe Road and Royce 

Road to Hausa Quarters and back to Emmanuel College. These areas put together was 

called Area ‘A.’ The areas which comprised the Government Station formed the second 

division and it was referred to as area “B”. Ikenegbu layout area was grouped as Area “C”, 

while the vast land surrounding areas A,, B and C as described above which included  

Egbu, Naze, Nekede, Umuguma, Irete, Amakohia Uratta, Orji Uratta, altogether were 

grouped under Area “D”.8 These collectivities formed what was  called the Owerri Capital 
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Territory. Below are the development plan and geographic map of Owerri Capital 

Territory as at the time covered by this study. 

 

 Fig 2.2; Owerri Capital Territory Development Plan  

 
             Source; Imo State Ministry of Lands and Urban Planning. 
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Fig 2.3; Map of Owerri Capital Territory 

 
                            Source; Imo State Ministry of Lands and Urban Planning 

 

Owerri had many important streets, areas and indelible structures for which it was 

recognized. Prominent among these were the Control Post. This area got its name and 

relevance following the exigencies of World War 11, which occurred in far away Europe. 

Interestingly, during the war, which began on 3rd September, 1939, the British nationals 
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resident in Owerri, were vulnerable and in order to ensure their security and safety, a 

security control post was established at the point where Port Harcourt Road, Onitsha Road 

and Aba Road project into Owerri.9 The security control post was manned by some police 

officers who regulated and checked the movement of persons in, and out of Owerri. The 

Assumpta Cathedral- an important religious edifice was later built upon the very spot 

where the police control post formerly stood. 

 

The Douglas House was another architectural masterpiece for which Owerri was easily 

recognized by those who came in, or went out of the city. One of the earliest things that 

H.M Douglas did to set up his administration in Owerri was the building of what was 

known as Douglas House- a prefabricated wooden house floating on metal pipe. It served 

as the colonial administrative building. Unfortunately, the popular Douglas House had, as 

at the time of this research, been removed. In its place, an entirely new house was built. 

 

As the place was onomatopically called, Ama Tabataba was a popular part of Owerri, 

which received its name from the sound of guns which the Colonial Army used during 

shooting practice. This was because the place, as a forested part of Owerri in the olden 

days, was used as a colonial shooting range, where colonial army officers had their 

practice. The area embraced the whole of Works Road, part of Okigwe Road and the Shell 

Camp Area.10 It was adjacent to where Imo State University was later built. Its historical 

importance as Colonial Army shooting range remains the same. Any visitor to this part of 

Owerri would readily realize the historical importance of Owerri and the reason why the 

area was considered to be used as part of the Capital City of Imo State. 

 

Another land mark area for which Owerri was made popular was  Ama J.K. It covered the 

area where Aba-Owerri-Onitsha Road joined with Owerri-Okigwe Road. The place was 

named after the initials of John Kamalu Osuji of Amawom village of Owerri, whose efforts 

partly brought about the establishment of the Catholic Church in Owerri. This area ws also 

popular because it was here that the first school, the Government school in Owerri founded 

in 1905, was cited.  

 

The Ama Awusa, meaning, the Hausa quarters, deserves mention here as part of the 

geography and land mark of Owerri. Established in the twentieth century by Hausa 

migrants who first, settled at Amawom village of Owerri, and later moved on to find a 

settlement around the area where Nekede Road meet Douglas Road. The expansion and 

growth of this area gave the Capital City of Owerri an image of accommodation, 

friendliness and hospitality. 
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Essential to this study is an overview of Ugwu Ekwema, which means the Ekwema’s hill. 

This little hill was believed to harbour the migratory history of Owerri people from Orji 

uratta in the olden days. The popular “Oru Owerri”- the Owerri people’s traditional festival 

was celebrated here on yearly basis. The area around which Uratta Road mate with 

Whetherell Road, was the location of Ugwu Ekwema. The importance of Ugwu Ekwema 

to the history, unity and culture of Owerri people recommended the area for mention as a 

land mark of Owerri area. However, in recent times, the area has largely been 

overwhelmed by modernization. Besides the existence of these important areas and land 

mark structures with wonderful architectural designs, mention perhaps, should be made 

of important streets and areas of Owerri whose names were, and still remain living 

testimonies of Owerri people’s tolerance of strangers, respect and regard for hard work 

and humanistic gestures. In this light, streets like,  “Douglas Road, named after the then 

District Officer of Owerri Division; Tetlow Road, named after J.D Tetlow, a Ghanian who 

did the first planning of Owerri; Wetheral Road, named after H.F.P, Wetheral, the District 

Officer who arranged for and brought in Mr Tetlow for the planning and design of Owerri;  

Royce Road, named after Mann Royce, a British and one time District Officer of Owerri, 

and later became an Anglican Bishop of Owerri.”11 

 

In the same vein, other indigenes of Owerri whose outstanding contributions to the 

development of Owerri still remained fresh in people’s memories got streets named after 

them. These included Ekeonunwa, Onumonu and Njemanze.  These streets and roads 

remained indelible land marks for which the area called Owerri- the Capital City of Imo 

State was recognized and known. 

 

History of the Owerri People   

The history of the origin of the Owerre people is a victim of controversies radiating many 

inconsistent accounts of migrations and settlement. One of such accounts, though popular 

among Owerri people, yet highly susceptible and still controversial among scholars and, 

specifically, scholars of Igbo history, is that Owerri was founded by a legendary hero called 

Ekwema Arugo whose original home was Uratta.12 It is believed, according to oral 

tradition, “that Ekwema Arugo left Uratta following a dispute which arose between him 

and his elder brother-Ndumoha, over the sharing of cow meat slaughtered during the 

burial ceremony of Arugo- their late father.13 

 

The simple version of the story, which appears to have found acceptance among many 

Owerri sons and daughters, is that, on the death of Arugo Ekwema, Ekwema, though the 

younger brother to Ndumoha, was in all ramifications wealthier. He was the person who 

bought the cow and provided other financial resources necessary for the burial of Arugo-
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their father, irrespective of traditional ordering which bestowed more responsibilities on 

the elder son upon the death of their father.  

 

The bone of contention was who would take the head of the cow after sharing the cow 

meat. When trouble finally erupted as a result of the struggle for who would have the head 

of the cow, the council of elders that later intervened in the matter resolved that even 

though Ekwema provided the money and cow for the burial, it was wrong to turn tradition 

and culture upside down by allowing Ekwema go away with the heart of the cow meat. 

Consequent upon this decision,  

 

The council submitted that in line with the traditional right of sharing 

communal or collectively owned property, which lays emphasis on 

seniority, that Ndumoha- the elder brother to Ekwema had the right of 

ownership of the heart of the cow, which as at the time of judgment, was 

still in the possession of Ekwema. To settle matters finally, the Elders’ 

Council resolved that Ekwema should hand over the heart of the cow to 

Ndumoha as prescribed by tradition of the people.14 

 

Upon refusal to hand over the meat as agreed by the Elders’ Council, and the resultant 

dispute between him (Ekwema) and his borther- Ndumoha, Ekwema, together with his 

pregnant wife, left their ancestral home- Umuorii in Uratta village, and journied away to 

the area where he found and settled on a hill top which he later called Ugwu Ekwema, 

meaning, Ekwema’s hill.15 

 

Arising from this act of forceful collection of what traditionally did not belong to him was 

the slogan, Owerrela. Meaning, he has taken or collected it. This phrase was later 

transcribed  into Owerre; meaning; “the taker”- a term which was later changed to Owerri 

on the arrival of British colonial officers.”16 It was from this transcription that the name 

Owerre was derived, and has remained so till date. Oral tradition has it that it was from 

this point of contact at Ugwu Ekwema that the clans which later made up Owerri Nchise-

the five Owerri quarters, began to fan out to settle in other areas adjacent to Ugwu 

Ekwema. 

 

A proper analysis of the above account reveals not only its simplistic nature but also does 

not say anything about other Owerri towns who claim close affinity with the Owerri 

Nchise such as Alaenyi. It does not also tell us how possible it is for a misunderstanding 

over a piece of meat between two brothers could lead to such a serious life threatening 
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conflict. Infact, it is arguable that the real relationship between the two and the main reason 

for the conflict is still hidden in secrecy, and yet to be discovered. 

 

Attempting to clear these issues of doubt, Uzoma Ihuegbulem informed that the real 

reason Alanyi was silent in the history of Owerri was that she was of recent beginning. For 

him, it began from 1950 when Colonial Officers were looking for a better name for all the 

collectivities of Ihitta, Awaka, Egbu and Naze, which later became known as Alaenyi 

County Council for easy administration.17 Otherwise “before 1950, all such collectivities 

had existed as distinct social formations different from Owerri, but were linked by socio- 

economic activities, which were the basis for inter group relations between and amongst 

them before the emergence of Europeans.18 

 

More so, whether Ndumoha was the first son of Arugo or that of Orii- the first son of Oratta 

as claimed by Emenako in one of his writings, the position of F.K Elechi on the issue of 

Owerri origin appears to command acceptability. For Elechi, the reason why Ekwema left 

Umuorii Oratta was not because of dispute over who rightly owned the heart of the cow 

used for the burial ceremony of Arugo-their father.19 It was more convincing to insist  that 

the dispute between Ekwema and Ndumoha was not about who would take the heart of 

the cow, but more about quarrel over land, because, Ndumoha- the eldest son of their 

father had claimed the ownership of all the land which belonged to their father, and would 

not give any to Ekwema.20 

 

For Ndumoha, the reasons given for refusing to give any part of the land belonging to their 

late father was because Ekwema was not a direct child of their father. Ndumoha 

maintained that Arogu was not their father. Instead Arogu was the wife of their father Orii, 

and that Ekwema was Arugo’s child born out of wed luck and, as such, was not entitled to 

any portion of Orii’s land.21 

 

The struggle that ensued as a result thereafter caused Ekwema to migrate to a distant land 

where he found large expanse of land, then belonging to nobody. Having coverted all to 

himself, he finally settled at a place which was later referred to as Ugwu- Ekwema. Stressing 

more on this, Elechi opines that,in the Ekwema’s case, land dispute seems very likely to 

have been a decisive factor in splitting the lineage, as reflected in Ekwema’s exclamation, 

Ewerelam Ihemchoga, anabajem Ole.meaning, Ekwema had finally, attained his hearts desire, 

he was now satisfied and thus in no mood to return to his original home land.22 
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Brief Socio-Political, Economic and Cultural History of the Owerri People   

An attempt to highlight the socio-economic, political and cultural life of Owerri people 

inevitably presents the temptation of endless writing. This is because the culture and social 

life of Owerri people, unlike many Igbo collectivities, has allures that set them apart and 

fundamentally constitute pull factors to migrants and serve as soothing balm for its 

inhabitants. These attractions are not limited to their socio-cultural life. Their political and 

economic life style also posses the same magic wand that is hardly resistible.  

 

The Economy of Owerri; The study of Owerri economy will be approached from two 

dimensional angles, embracing both her traditional and modern economies. This approach 

is not intended to compare the two forms of economies, but to strike a balance between the 

two, in order to show the place of change and continuity in economic evolution of Owerri 

people which have continued symbiotically up to the time of the study in a proverbial 

fashion of the old in the new and the new in the old.  To achieve this, a look at the three 

means of production; land, labour and capital is essential. 

 

Land; Nigerian peoples have, from time out of human memory, eked out a living from 

land. As the case with all dominant agricultural societies, land was their most important 

resource and the individual person’s relationship to it was a crucial factor of social and 

political identification.23 This sweeping statement, as factual as it is, also applied to Owerri 

people, who, traditionally depended on land as their Chief source of economic mainstay. 

In Owerri traditional setting, land was abundant and was also collectively owned by 

family units. The head of the family distributed land for farming purpose. Hunting could 

also be done not minding the farm boundaries as hunters could move from one area to 

another chasing games. 

 

Labour; For sure, in traditional Owerri there were plenty of land to be cultivated and lots 

of agricultural activities to be performed. The bulk of labour and its supply revolved 

around the family units. O.N Njoku would have us believe that, the unit of agricultural 

labour in Igbo society is the family, made up of a man, his wife and unmarried children.24 

The same applied to Owerri people. Polygamy and large families were the vague partly as 

a means of ensuring a large labour force.25 Besides the family unit as Chief source of farm 

labour, slavery, clientage and associational labour force constituted the other sources of 

labour force in traditional Owerri economy. Importantly, there was abundant supply of 

labour force to till the soil and attended to the animals. Hence Owerri people largely 

depended on human labour to till the land for agricultural purpose.26 
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Agriculture; Agricultural practices were the major economic activities for which Owerri 

people were known. Consisting farming, fishing, animal husbandry, hunting, fruit and 

vegetable gathering, agriculture had inseperable relationships between the people of 

Owerri and their general socio-cultural life, as one man could combine social, cultural and 

farming activities, while also playing military role when called upon.27 Put differently, 

there was no clear cut specialization in economic activities in traditional Owerri economy, 

as many economic functions could be handled by one man. 

 

Land rotation was practiced in order to allow long time of falow and land fertility. Mixed 

cropping was also a common practice among Owerri farmers. Their farming method was 

mostly crude and non-mechanized, producing mainly for subsistent and just a little for 

exchange,28 in order to keep trade relations. The desire for large scale farming was 

discouraged by the land tenure system which did not allow for individual land holding, 

bigger than what the family head could guarantee.29 

 

In most cases, the choice crops were yam, which was, and still regarded by Owerri people, 

and, indeed, the entire Igbo nation, as the king of crops. Other crops includes maize, 

Cocoyam, melon, Okro, cassava, pepper, and vegetables.30 Such crops like palm trees, 

raffia palm, pawpaw, etc, grew wild in the bush. The harvesting and collection of palm 

fruits was the collective responsibility of the family and some times, by individuals.31 

 

Animal Husbandry; Animal rearing was also a common economic activity for which 

Owerri people were known. The people owned and domesticated such animals like goat, 

sheep, dogs, fowl,32 etc. The feeding and care for these animals was very simple. Most times 

residues from the farms were used to feed the animals. In addition to the strategy of using 

farm residues in feeding the animals, the animals could be allowed to move freely around 

the home stead and fed freely.33 There was also the common practice of taking live stocks 

like goat and sheep to nearby garden or farms, where they were tied to pegs pined to the 

ground. “This was to allow them feed themselves around. In the evenings, the animals 

would be untied and taken back to the barn within the family compound.34 

 

Hunting; Hunting was one of the major economic activities known to be common among 

Owerri people. It was an economic activity associated among the male folks. It served as 

both source of meat, and family protein needs. It provided job for the people. Only 

courageous men could engage in hunting expedition. Hunting was considered a part time 

affair. Hunting took place mostly in dry seasons when the bush was accessible. Hunting 

skill was a special one. Only men who knew the skill could successfully embark on 
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hunting.35 Hunting in traditional economy of Owerri could be organized both in the night 

and during the day. 

 

Those hunting in the night used head lantern made of local materials for light. Hunters 

developed extra-sensory ability. Most of the times, hunters appealed to spirit of the bush 

for guardians and necessary hunting skills. Men who engaged in hunting were exposed to 

many dangers such as encounter with dangerous animals like Lions, Leopard,36 etc. Stories 

have also been told of hunters who hunted to their own peril spirits who disguised as 

animals. Most times the killing of rare animals like lion did not only confer upon the hunter 

social respect, but also was received with fanfare and ululation by the people of Owerre.37 

 

Hunting as an economic activity among Owerri people was done only on Eke and Afor 

market days. The reason for this is yet not too clear. But it is highly suspected that it was 

on these two market days that people of Owerri were not found in the farms and bush 

because they had to go to the market to buy and sale. It was therefore safe for the hunters 

to hunt in the bush and farms without the risk of shooting human beings.38Occasionally, 

Owerri people could organize group hunting expedition. The group of hunters could 

involve hunters from more than one village. Before the invention of den- gun, hunters in 

Owerri whether at the individual or group levels, made use of crude weapons. However, 

with the introduction of den- gun, catapolt, Knife, etc, there came some improvement in 

Owerre traditional hunting expedition.39 

 

Fishing; Fishing as a form of economic activity was not common among Owerri people. 

This was because there was no big stream or river in Owerri that could support extensive 

fishing activity.40 However, the presence of Nwokatankwo and Otamiri, provided room 

for small time fishing activity. Importantly, fishing for Owerri people was solely for family 

and personal consumption. It was unlikely that these rivers supported commercial fishing. 

Similarly, Lake Nwebere and the Nworie Rivers did not provide opportunities for fishing, 

since they were, but small lakes of minor significance.41 

 

Again, periodic flow and dryness of both Nwokitankwo and Otamiri compelled only 

occasional fishing among Owerri men.42 The implements used by the fishermen include, 

but not limited to, hook, basket of various designs, canoe, head lamp, for those who fish at 

night. There were also other fishing materials like, trap, fence and holes dug in the rivers 

which could hold fish when water dried up from the stream. Some of the favorite fish food 

used by the fishermen to lure fish to their trap include, earth worm, maggot. Cassava piles, 

death snail, palm fruit,43 etc.  
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Trading; The people of Owerri from time past were known traders. During the days of 

long distant trade, Owerri people had trade relations with Nkwere, Isu, Mbaise, Mbaitoli, 

etc. Even till date, the routes created in the course of long distant trade between Owerre 

and her neigbours are still in existence. These routes were called the Amara Isu.44 In the 

course of both long distant and internal trade relations, such market centres as the Afo 

Ihitta, Eke Ukwu Owerrre, Eke Ihitta, Eke-egbelu, and Afo Awaka sprang and became 

functional.45 These markets operated every eight or four days. Internal trading among the 

Owerri people had slightly different features with international trade with their neigbours. 

In the first instance, logistical arrangement such as transportation, security, and other 

hazards with which long distance trade was known were virtually non existence in most 

of the trade transactions among and between Owerre people.46 

 

 On the other hand, it is not arguable to say that most goods that were brought to these 

markets for sell were perishable agricultural produce. Transportation during this time was 

mostly by human portrage, as there were just a few mechanical means of transportation to 

help transport goods from place to place, and non existence of beast of burden as was the 

case among the Hausa and Fulani in the pre-colonial and colonial times.47Women mostly 

were known to be the major actors in trading business, be it the local or the external trade. 

In fact, it was believed among Owerre people that Local markets were known to be the 

woman’s place; though this trend is gradually changing in recent times. The import of this 

saying is that it demonstrated, not only the linkage between the kitchen and the market, 

but also placed Owerre women in the management of both units of economic activities.  

 

Other economic activities such as, weaving, carving dying, and herbal medicine were 

common among Owerri people. Interestingly, the changing nature of Owerri economy due 

to urbanization, depletion of available land for cultivation and increasing low agricultural 

yield pushed many Owerre ingegins into modern type of economic activities thereby 

relegating farming and associate agricultural activities to the background.48 Consequently, 

before long, Owerri Capital Territory became washed with all manners of modern business 

activities ranging from production, services, construction, trading and agro-based business 

activities. The climax of it all was the establishment of the Onitsha Road Industrial Layout 

by the Achike Udenwa led government- an industrial programme that has remained, since 

inception, as one of those elephant projects for which Nigeria was known, and on whose 

account the nation’s economy was being stagnated. 

  

Socio-cultural life of Owerri People; Culture embraces all aspects of a people’s way of life 

which includes, belief system, language, marriage and family pattern, ethnic norms, 

technology and medicine.49 Owerri cultures, like any other culture, was not static. Every 
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culture borrows and lends to others its essentials. Conversely, a culture that accommodates 

social change is dynamic and moves in the right direction of growth and functional 

relevance. This extract concisely defines and describes the culture of Owerri people. For 

instance, Owerri was, and still described as a land of music, enjoyment, relaxation, 

hospitality, peace and joy.  There was no objection to these adjectival descriptions, since 

among all of Nigerian peoples, arguably, none, but Owerri man could be so described. This 

was evident in their various cultural music and dance such as, the Chiekweleibekam Dance 

Group, which was formed in 1974, by all married women in Amawom village in Owerri 

Nchise. The groups’ aim was to promote the culture and tradition of Owerri people. The 

Akwaugo Traditional Dance Group of Uwala Urata, Ogbodu Dance Group of Irete. 

Ogadimma Dance Group and the Mezie Musical Group,50 were a few examples of Owerre 

cultural musicology to which reference must be made when and wherever Owerri Socio-

Cultural life was mentioned. 

 

In addition to these various dances was the popular Oru Owerre- a great cultural festival 

of Owerri people which was for Owerri people the centre of all cultural activities. Oru-

Owerri was celebrated in the first week of June. During this time, the Oha would do the Ikee 

Oru, which means an injunction banning people from fighting and quarreling.51 This order 

went to both indigenes and non indigenes who lived in Owerri clans.52 Within this period, 

no burial was allowed to take place for the period the festival was slated to last. The eldest 

sons of each of the families known as Obilobi would roast yams and women would cook 

food for entertainment.53 This festival signifies peace and reconciliation for families and 

villages. After roasting the yam in the first week of July, follows the procession of every 

Age-grade in Owerri to Ugwu Ekwema to formalize Oru-Owerre. The significance is to 

remember his exit from Uratta clan54 

 

Besides cultural dances as sources of joy and harmony, Owerre people were known for 

rich dishes. For instance, the Ofe Owerri was, and has remained the staple traditional dish 

cherished by Owerre indigenes and non- indigenes alike. The high cultural- status of this 

expensive dish, usually taken with pounded yam, resulted in the adage, onye arii ego okpa, 

ejila erila ofe owerri. Meaning, Ofe Owerri was exclusively for the wealthy. However, this did 

not suggest that the dish was only for the rich. It was only intended to convey how rich 

the dish was. Other dishes that were popular among Owerri people included; Ofe Eyiyi 

Akwukwo (Vegetable soup), Urataji or Pounded yam, Eze Oka, Iheagwugwo (Oil bean salad 

and Tapioca).55 

 

Aside of the Oru Owerri Festival, the months of August and September each also witnessed 

such festivals as the New Yam Festival; the Onwa Awaka and Uratta; Ikpukpuzo; Odu Nekede, 
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Ugo-Uzo of Emekuku and the Itaokazi of Emii.56 These festivals and other social occasions 

attracted lavish use of palm-wine taken with Oil bean salad, popularly called Ugba. This 

delicacy, most of the times, were taken with well cooked or dried bush meat.57 This rich 

cultural heritage was often enjoyed with visitors and urban dwellers. No wonder Migrants 

to Owerri hardly remembered to go back to their source after haven stayed in the area for 

a while. 

 

The entire philosophy of Owerri communal life was coded in the saying which ran thus, 

batta ma uyo, uyo wu uyo magi. Meaning; come in, the house belonged to you and I. This 

philosophy went a long way in expressing the Owerri man’s world view as an empty place, 

and as such, one should not kill oneself for the sake of earthly riches. It is for this belief that 

the Owerri man easily accommodated and willing to help those in need that came his way. 

No wonder visitors to Owerri often felt at home with Owerri people. Owerri peoples’ 

culture of hospitality and accommodation was not limited to normal persons. It was also 

extended to even abnormal persons such as mad men. For instance, Emma Orji remembers 

with compassion, the manner and joy with which such  mad men and women like; Obi 

Onyera from Oguta, Nwogazi- a female lunatic; Nwuchi of Awka, Nwaoguoma, 

Ogburunajohn, Clifford –alias scot,  G.B Nwebe, Frank alias Fara Ngaji, etc., lived with 

Owerre people without any iota of troubles because they were welcomed by the Owerre 

people.58 

 

Owerri people’s culture and tradition of enjoyment and relaxation which had often been 

misunderstood by many as culture of laziness did not hold any truth. A better interpretation 

that could best be given to it is that Owerri man liked enjoyment and evening relaxation 

after the day’s work. Owerri man valued life and did not like to engage himself in labour 

that tasked much from his life. This demonstrated the philosophy of Uwamgbede Kamma, 

which signifies evening relaxation and hang out over choice dishes after each day’s work.59 

The proliferation of quality hotels, eatries and entertainment centres all over Owerri was a 

consequence of age long culture of happiness and relaxation. 

 

Again, Assumta Ebere Akujiobi was of the opinion that, aside of Owerri women, their male 

folks were generally lazy, delighted only in eating, drinking and relaxation.60 For her, the 

bulk of domestic and family up keep was the responsibility of Owerri woman. This was 

re-echoed in the saying among Owerre men which went thus; kama nwu, ka Nwunyem 

nwu.61 Meaning; it is better for the wife to die first before the husband. The culture of 

Owerri expect Owerri woman to be sexually active. This, again, was often reproduced in 

such popular saying as, Nwanyi eje ama otu Nja aba uyo, je abara di ya Uru. Meaning, a useful 

woman to the husband is that woman who ties only wrapper while going to bed at night. 
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Contrarily, one would rather insist here in line with Thony Nkwocha’s views that, Owerri 

men were not lazy. 

 

Frankly, the impression of Owerri man’s laziness was created by non Owerri indigenes 

whose sole reason for coming to Owerri was to grab money through extra hard work  and 

by all means. This inordinate ambition for material wealth was not in line with the culture 

of Owerri people.62 More so, the idea of sexual activeness expected of Owerri women was 

not a mark of punishment imposed by culture, rather a desire for procreation since it is 

only by the means of sex that a woman can bear children. This again was in pursuance of 

the love which Owerri man had for children. 

 

But how did these reconcile with the belief that Owerri women were free women, 

promiscious and most times, hardly retain one husband when married. This, again, was 

another misrepresentation of the peoples’ culture. This controversy was similar to the 

concept of Nwanne Ndi Owerri. For clarification, Mbara Wilson explains that, 

 

The Owerre culture and people have a pride of place for their daughters. 

Their daughters in turn were very proud and would hardly brook 

nonsense. Although they would submit to their husbands, yet would they 

not hesitate to remarry rather than suffer avoidable humiliation. 

Consequently, in traditional Owerre, there were case of Igha di (divorce) 

which accounted for a woman having children in different towns because 

their ability to remarry was great.63 

 

The concept of nwanne ndi Owerri, meaning sister or brother, was an indication of Owerri 

peoples’ world view which allowed room for communality, brotherhood, oneness and 

compassion, as an average Owerri person would accord whoever comes his way the same 

brotherly love, irrespective of how closely or distantly related.  In traditional Owerri, any 

one was free to appropriate any fallen coconut that he found. Any one was free to pick 

fresh oil palm nuts from any bunch of palm fruits he could find provided he did not carry 

the entire bunch. After harvest of yam, anyone could go into the bush and harvest any 

forgotten yams in the bush whether the farm land belonged to him or not.64 This was an 

indication and expression of Owerre people’s free mindedness which accommodated all 

without discrimination. 

 

Besides the above strands of culture for which Owerri people were known, the culture of 

music was, and still, a land mark of Owerre people’s life style. From cradle to grave, Owerri 

man was a personification of music.65 Certainly, Owerri type of music was influenced by 
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the Ikwere, Efik and Ghanians. Haven copied from these people, the Owerre brand of 

Music known by the Efik as Ekombe, by Ghanians, as high life and lately the Bongo, which 

all together was known as Egwu Owerri, were popular not only in Imo state but also  

beyond.66 

Origin of Owerri music is readily remembered in association with the 

performance The of Ntiero and Effiom Brass Band, which performed the 

popular ball room dance and the sugar Babies of Ghana. Since then, 

Owerri musical cultural landscape has witnessed significant growth, as 

such names like Israel Njemanze alias Nwoba; Atushiaka Oguamanam 

alias Shakaman; Joseph Uneze alias Joe Nez; Herbert Udemba; Evelyn 

Chukwueke; Edinburgh Ukaegbe and Raymond Anoruo, are easily 

remembered as pioneer musicians of Owerri.67 

 

Among the modern musicians who kept the culture of Owerri music aglow included, 

Celestine Obiakor alias Dady Obi; John Ogu Onuoha alias Ogu spoke; John Nwawuchi 

alias Jonel Cross; Akagha Nwopara, Douglas chukwu alias Ederi; Nze Dan Orji; Michael 

Nezieanya alias Michael Ubo; Victor Abimbola; Chief Bill Friday and Rex Jim Lawson, 

Raphael Amarabelam; John Ikediala; Godwin Opara alias Kabaka; Chris Ezewuiro Obinna 

Alias warrior.68 Though some of the musicians are late, but their contributions to the 

Owerre world of music lived. 

 

Political Culture of Owerri People 

Owerre people, like many other Igbo collectivities, especially those within the central Igbo 

area, shard similar socio-political structures. For Owerri, traditionally speaking, the family 

unit was a very important socio-political level of political socialization of the average 

Owerri man. It was his active involvement and participation at the family political unit 

that eventually brought him in close contact with members of other family units at the 

kindred socio-political level. The Opara, Okpara or Obilobi as he was known and called 

by the Owerri people, was the oldest male member of the family unit. He performed socio-

political and religious functions for the family.69 

 

Social control, political leadership and religious wellbeing of the family rested on his 

shoulder. For instance, the Obilobi trained the younger members of the family, especially 

the males on the tradition, custom, social interactions and leadership roles of the people.70 

He represented the family both at the kindred (Umunna) and the Oha Owerri political 

levels. The Obilobi was the holder of the family symbol of justice Ofo, with which he 

invoked the spirit of the ancestors for family guidance and protection.71 
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The kindred political unit was another important socio-political level, which comprised  

group of families that shard common ancestor or great grandfather. At this level, blood 

bond was stressed, as it was often forbidden for members to marry one another. M.S.O 

Olisa argues that, the Igbo colloquially refer to any member of his kindred as Nwanne or 

Nwanna.72Meaning,  mother’s or his father’s child. Like the family level, the oldest man or 

even the youngest man who was from the lineage of the oldest family within the kindred 

was the holder of the symbol of authority, that is,  the Ofo unbehalf of the families that 

made up the kindred.  

 

The duties of the opera at the kindred level included; performing sacrifices for members 

on request, representing the kindred vis-a- vis other kindred at the village level, presiding 

over meeting of the kindred where conflicts and other problems were resolved.73 

Sometimes, an influential or man of affluence could provide the leadership needs of the 

kindred members, but never for any reason take up the ritual functions of the Okpara or 

Obilobi as the case of Owerri has shown.74  

 

The next level of political expression was the village level, known among the Owerri 

people as the Oha. This level was made up of collection of kindreds. The Okpara Ukwu as 

he was called among many Igbo collectivities was the holder of the big Ofo, the symbol of 

power, ritual, justice and truth.75 Duties of common concern such as allocation of 

collectively owned properties were the functions performed at this level.76 Matters of 

conciliation and adjudication have direct connection to the duties expected of this level of 

socio- political unit. The next, and of course, the highest political unit of Owerri people, 

and indeed, other Igbo groups was the town level. As was pointed out earlier, the kindred 

was made up of collections of families. In the same manner, the town political unit was an 

agglomeration of kindreds with the earth godess-Ala, as the major binding force.77 Other 

binding forces at this level included believe in one ancestral origin, common market, 

common territory and adherence to the worship of one god. For the Owerri, this was done 

through the instrumentality of the Mbari or the celebration of common cultural festivals 

such as the Oru-Owerri and the Ahiajoku.78 Owerri tradition of politics diffused its function 

through many pressure points. It was unlike the Bini political system or Hausa system 

which concentrated power on the Oba or Emirs. For Owerre, the diffusion points included 

titledmen, age grades, such as the youth grade, Umuada, Umumgboto and men of 

financial influence.79 

 

 For Owerri people, Ihu-Ala Owerri and the Mbari priests played major roles in Conveying 

and enforcing the massage of the gods to, and on the people.80 Importantly, like any Igbo 

units, role allocation was determined by two factors first, the person to whom role would 
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be assigned must be a member of any of the lineages. Secndly, for roles to be allocated, it 

had to be determined whether the person to whom political role was to be given was Osu-

cult slave, Ohu-ordinary slave or Diala-free born, or even a stranger.81  The functions of the 

opera or any other person through which political functions were performed did so in 

accordance with the wishes of the gods, hence every role or function had religious and 

spiritual connotations.82 

 

Expectedly, the wind of change and continuity has blown asunder the socio- traditional 

and political land scape of Owerri, beginning from the era of colonial incursion, that today 

these aspects of Owerri life have experienced modifications and moderations. Describing 

the change and continuity which traditional Owerri society and indeed, the Owerri before 

1976 has witnessed, Emmanuel Orji lamented thus,  

 

If Ekwema Arugo were to come back to life and stood in his Ugwu 

Ekwema premises, he would look confused and dazed, flabbergasted and 

even terrified. For he would be seeing a palace completely different from 

the one he founded. His house, made of mud and wattle and roofed with 

thatched, is no longer there. His Obi as well as his Obu Ozuzu have all 

disappeared. In their place, he sees an impressive civic hall of the Owerre 

Nchi-Ise community. The endless miles/Kilometers of rich green 

vegetation surrounding his residence have disappeared. They are 

replaced with buildings of all types that sprung here and there. The 

serenity that characterized Ugwu-Ekwema has given way to a chaos of 

activities.83 

 

All said, it is important to note that irrespective of the changes which civilization brought 

to bear on Owerri cultures, tradition and social world view, the people of the area retained 

the core values of their culture. This is why we could talk of continuity in the face of change 

when discussing the political and social life of Owerri people 

 

Conclusion: The paper has so far demonstrated that Owerri People have rich and worthy 

history that can be appreciated by Owerri indigenes and non indigenes alike. It has equally 

shown that the rich Owerri culture and tradition as well as the entire areas of Owerri have 

since the advent of Europeans, gone through series of transformations, thus, becoming a 

modern city and the capital of Imo State. In all fairness, the study has proven that Owerri 

culture and tradition are peculiar to Owerri People, cherished and envied by foreigners.       
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